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Abstract 

Prototype web based resources have been developed for an undergraduate course in 
Numerical Methods.  The web modules are holistic, that is they include pre-requisite 
information, real-life applications, presentations and notes, simulations, and self-
assessment.  The student interest and learning are maximized by providing customization 
of content based on a student’s engineering major and computational system of choice.  
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Figure 1: Higher Order Interpolation is a 

Introduction 

Below is one of the many conversations (The acts and the names of the characters are real!  

Resemblance to persons and incidents, past or present, are true and not coincidental) the 
first author has had with undergraduates using numerical methods and computational 
systems [1-4] to solve problems in engineering courses.   

Peter: “Dr. Kaw, I am taking a course in Manufacturing.  We need to find an efficient 
and smooth path that a robot could traverse to inspect holes at 10 specific locations on a 
12”x12” square plate.  I am using Maple [2] to fit a ninth order polynomial through the 
10 points.  But, when I plot the polynomial, it is oscillatory!  It is a smooth path but by no 
means does it look efficient.” 

Kaw: “As I recall, you took my course in Numerical Methods.  What was that – one year 
ago?” 

Peter: “Yes, your memory is sharp but my retention from that course – can we not talk 
about that!” 

Kaw: “Come into my office.  I wrote this program using Maple [2].  See this function, 
f(x) = 1/(1+25 x2).  I am choosing 9 points equidistantly between –1 and 1.  Now look at 

the eight order interpolating polynomial and the 
original function (See Figure 1).  See the 
oscillations in the interpolating polynomial.  In 
1901, Runge [5] used this example function to 
show that higher order interpolation is a bad 
idea.  One of the solutions to your problem is to 
use quadratic or cubic spline interpolation option 
in Maple.  That will give you a smooth curve 
with no oscillations.” 

Most experienced engineering faculty will attest to have had conversations similar to 
these with current and former students.  In engineering courses, we want our students to 
gain a comprehensive and conceptual understanding of engineering principles and not 
have to struggle with the mathematical and numerical aspects of engineering problems.  
When it comes to applying numerical methods, why do our students in upper level 
engineering courses face problems like these [6,7]?  The following are the main reasons. 
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 In many US public universities, under legislative pressure, graduation 
requirements for undergraduate engineering degrees have been reduced 8-10 
credit hours to be comparable to liberal arts degrees.  To accommodate these 
reductions, some have dropped the Numerical Methods course or reduced its 
credit hours.  Others programs have bundled numerical methods in courses such 
as "Quantitative Methods" where students are also expected to learn linear 
algebra, programming language or computational system, and complex analysis. 

 With increasing use and popularity of computational systems [1-4], some 
curriculums rely too heavily on them rather than on a healthy balance with 
traditional numerical methods.  In such cases, most students lack ability to 
interpret the results of a computational system. 

 Some curriculums introduce numerical methods as per need basis such as 
introducing simultaneous linear equations in Statics, eigenvalues/eigenvectors in 
Vibrations, and ordinary differential equations in Circuit Theory or Systems 
Modeling.  Unless regulated carefully, the course content/depth of numerical 
methods in such course can vary substantially between instructors.  In 
universities, such as those of the authors, such regulation is impossible.  More 
than 50% of the upper-level engineering students at the University of South 
Florida (USF) are transfers from different community colleges. 

 In universities with large nontraditional students population, such as those of the 
authors, many students take longer to complete their degrees and retention of 
course content diminishes dramatically over time.  In a recent survey [8] 
conducted of all the students in the Numerical Methods course at USF, 42% took 
the pre-requisite course four or more semester prior to enrolling in the Numerical 
Methods course, 49% work more than 20 hours/week, and 20% anticipate to take 
more than seven years to finish their undergraduate degree.  (The survey included 

116 students of the Summer 2001, Summer 2002 and Spring 2003 classes of 

Numerical Methods at University of South Florida.  Other notable results of the 

survey include: 15% are over the age of 26, 17% are women and underrepresented 

minorities, 52% are transfer students from community colleges, and 21% are adults 

over thirty years old who are changing their career path) 
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All the above reasons become all the more critical when 43% of the 5000 engineering 
professors surveyed [9] believe that students drop out of engineering because they have 
not mastered difficult mathematical skills. 

Objectives 

To address the above concerns as well as to enhance the quality of teaching and learning 
numerical methods, a prototype project [10] of holistic web-based modules for numerical 
methods has been developed (http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu).  The project was 
funded by the National Science Foundation and includes topics of nonlinear equations 
and interpolation.  The objectives of the prototype project were the following. 

 Develop holistic web-based modules that 

o Provide a contextual background for the pre-requisite mathematical 
procedures. 

o Motivate students to learn fundamentals and related concepts (pitfalls, 
errors and convergence) of numerical methods through real-life 
application examples and stories (such as provided in Act I) and by using 
combination of text and interactive graphical simulations.  

o Allow self-assessment at every step of the learning process. 

o Provide  a resource for students not taking a formal course in Numerical 
Methods or using Numerical Methods in other courses. 

 Enhance learning and teaching of numerical methods by  

o Providing customization of content based on engineering major and 
computational system.  

o Offering convenience through anytime-anywhere web access.  

o Presenting selection among wide variety of numerical techniques. 

Customization 

Most universities currently use one of the following four computational systems in their 
engineering curriculum - Mathcad, Maple, Mathematica, or Matlab.  Also, to teach and 
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illustrate numerical methods, many departments of engineering use textbooks and 
examples geared toward their specific area or major.  However, catering to all languages 
and all majors is not possible in a traditional printed textbook.  Hence, on the home page 
of the website, a student/faculty is able to choose a customized track (See Figure 2) as 
described next. 

Computational system – The user has a choice among the four most widely-used 
computational systems, namely, Maple, Mathcad, Mathematica, and Matlab.  There are 
two main reasons for developing simulations using all the four computational systems. 

1. For continuity, cost and pedagogy, a college may emphasize only one of these 
packages in their curriculum. 

2. There is no additional cost involved if a university already has a site license to 
one of the four computational systems. 

Engineering major – The user has a choice among seven majors - Chemical, Civil, 
Computer, Electrical, General, Industrial, and Mechanical.  Specific examples used to 
illustrate numerical methods come from each of the areas.  This choice is expected to 
hold the user's attention, as it closely relates to real-life problems of his or her interest.  
The “General” major choice is catered to students who  

 have not declared a major, or 

 have a specialized major such as Biomedical Engineering, or 

 have a broad major such as Engineering Science, or 

 are science and mathematics majors.   

Holistic Content 

Currently, there is no complete and comprehensive web package available for the 
Numerical Methods course.  Most efforts [11-17] reported in the literature have involved 
the application of numerical methods software in other courses, or in applying a 
particular computer language or computational system to teach the diverse student 
learners enrolled in a numerical methods course. 
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Examples of the use of a particular computer language or computational system in 
teaching numerical methods include occasional freely available simulations [11, 12], but 
this list is sparse.  Several numerical methods textbooks [13,14,15] include the use of a 
computational system (mostly Matlab or Mathematica); while other textbooks [16] use 
examples from specific engineering majors to introduce numerical methods.  This 
emphasis on a particular major or computational system in a book is beneficial only if it 
suits your particular needs.  Unfortunately, it alienates instructors who may otherwise 
like the book content, but are using a different computational system or are teaching a 
different major. 

Still other books [5] use generic examples to illustrate numerical methods and then show 
the use of several computational systems.  The use of generic examples reaches a wider 
audience, but it does not pique the interest of students as much as real-life problems. 

The above is not to criticize such books but it demonstrates that what is done in this 
project can only be done through the web.  That is, allow faculty and students to 
concentrate on the fundamentals of the course and at the same time customize it by the 
choice of application examples based on designated engineering major and specific 
computational system.  To accomplish what is being done with the web based resources 
in this paper in a textbook would require an author to write 28 textbooks (for seven 
majors and four computational systems).  Moreover, such texts would still lack the 
availability of the all-important active learning simulations of numerical methods and 
their related concepts. 

Once the user selects a track based on one of the seven engineering majors and one of the 
four computational systems, web-based modules include the following topics of 
nonlinear equations and interpolation (Figure 3). 

Background Review: In this section, the theory of the mathematical procedure is 
introduced and discussed based on the ideas introduced in the previously completed 
mathematics courses.  Examples are provided and exact methods are discussed.  This lays 
a foundation for the need for numerical methods, as most problems do not have exact 
solutions.  Historical anecdotes such as those of Galois’ pessimistic view of solving 
nonlinear equations are included. 

Modeling: Students introduced to numerical methods with generic functions and data 
without direct relation to physical applications easily lose interest in the course.  For each 
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mathematical procedure, models (Figure 4) of seven physical examples (corresponding to 
engineering major) are developed to show the need for finding solutions numerically.  
The examples chosen then become a common theme for developing and comparing 
different numerical methods. 

Numerical Methods and Associated Concepts: The development of commonly used 
numerical methods is shown for each mathematical procedure.  Each numerical method 
combines both text and interactive simulations.  For the roots of nonlinear equations, 
algorithms are developed for the bisection method, Newton-Raphson method, and secant 
method.  For interpolation, algorithms are developed for the direct method, Newton’s 
divided difference polynomial method, Langrangian interpolation, and the spline method. 
Using anecdotal conversations such as illustrated in Acts I & II, advantages and pitfalls 
are discussed, and round off and truncation errors, and convergence of each numerical 
technique are also simulated.  For example, to show extrapolation is dangerous, we 
include the prediction of the stock market indexes; to show higher order interpolation is a 
bad idea, we use Runge’s function (Figure 1);  to show how spline and polynomial 
interpolation differ, we use calculating the length of the path of a robot as an example 
(Figure 5). 

Self-Assessment: At the end of each section, the student answers a series of well 
constructed multiple-choice questions.  All multiple-choice options are chosen such that 
they address common mistakes and myths.  The questions are distributed over all levels 
of objectives of Bloom's taxonomy [17].   

Format of Content:  All project contents are available in several formats.   Text 
documents are available in three formats - HTML for general format, PDF for printer 
friendly version, and Word for customization.  Simulations are offered in four 
computational systems - Mathcad, Maple, Mathematica, and Matlab.   These simulations 
can be modified by students to run their own examples.  Self-assessment tests are 
accessible in HTML format for immediate feedback. 

Use as a Teaching Tool 

Many universities currently have multimedia classrooms that are equipped with student 
computers and instructor stations, internet connections and multimedia projectors.  Thus 
during class sessions, instructors will be able to go to the website and bring the workings 
of a numerical technique to life. 
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Questions commonly asked by students in a Numerical Methods course often require the 
instructor to conduct numerical experiment in class that are time prohibitive during the 
lecture and thus need to carry over to the next class period.  The project contents not only 
support the spontaneity of answering many classroom questions but also the active 
engagement of students to run their own simulations in class or at home. 

Of comparable importance, in engineering courses where the knowledge of numerical 
methods or application of a computational system needs to be reviewed or introduced, the 
website can be used as a reference.   Since self-learning and self-assessment of the 
fundamentals of numerical methods are two of the main features of the project, the 
instructor can direct majority of their instructional efforts to teaching engineering 
fundamentals. 

Resources 

The complete resources of this paper are given at http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu. 

Conclusions 

Prototype web based resources have been developed at the University of South Florida 
for an undergraduate course in Numerical Methods 
(http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu).  The web modules are holistic in nature.  They 
provide a contextual background and history of numerical methods, and further motivate 
students to learn fundamentals through real life applications, presentations, textbook style 
notes, and simulations of methods including convergence and pitfalls, and self-
assessment. 

The student interest and learning are maximized by providing customization of content 
based on 28 tracks based on seven engineering majors (Chemical, Civil, Computer, 
General, Industrial, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering) and four computational 
systems (Maple, Mathcad, Mathematica and Matlab).   The motivation for having 28 
tracks is based on teaching students by what major they are enrolled or interested in, and 
what computational system is available or taught to them.  

The resources are offered conveniently through anytime-anywhere web access 
throughout one's degree program and hence broadly impact students and faculty of a 
Numerical Methods course as well as of engineering courses where numerical methods 
and computational systems are used.   It is free of charge to anyone in the world.  To 

http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/
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quote the open courseware (OCW) [18] initiative at MIT, our attempt is "having open 
dissemination of educational materials, philosophy, and modes of thought, that will help 
lead to fundamental changes in the way colleges and universities utilize the Web as a 
vehicle for education." 
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Figure 1: Runge’s function used to show that higher order interpolation is a bad idea (The 
above plot was generated using Maple [2]). 
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Figure 2: Customized track based on engineering major and language of choice  
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LANGUAGE MATHCAD 

INTERPOLATION  

MAJOR GENERAL 

Background  

 

What is interpolation? [PDF] [DOC] 

History of interpolation [PDF] [DOC] 

Test your knowledge on background of interpolation [HTML] [PDF] [DOC]  

Physical Problem  

 

The upward velocity of a rocket is given as a function of time. To find the velocity of the rocket at some 

other time, the problem requires interpolation. [PDF] [DOC]  

Numerical Method  

 

Direct method: 

 

 

How does the direct method work? [PDF] [DOC] 

A Power point presentation [PDF] [PPT] 

Simulations of the method [PDF] [MCD] 

Anecdotes and special topics [GO] 

Test your knowledge of the method [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

 

Newton's divided difference polynomial method:  

 

 

How does the Newton's divided difference polynomial method work? [PDF] [DOC] 

A Power point presentation [PDF] [PPT] 

Simulations of the method [PDF] [MCD] 

Anecdotes and special topics [GO] 

http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_bck_defintion.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_bck_definition.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_bck_history.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_bck_history.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_background.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_background.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_background.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_phy_problem.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_phy_problem.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_direct.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_direct.ppt
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_direct.mcd
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_ndd.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_ndd.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_ndd.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_ndd.ppt
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_direct.mcd
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Test your knowledge of the method [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

 

Lagrangian method: 

 

 

How does the Lagrangian method work? [PDF] [DOC] 

A Power point presentation [PDF] [PPT] 

Simulations of the method [PDF] [MCD] 

Anecdotes and special topics [GO] 

Test your knowledge of the method [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

 

Spline Method: 

 

 

How does the spline method work? [PDF] [DOC] 

A Power point presentation [PDF] [PPT] 

Simulations of the method [PDF] [MCD] 

Anecdotes and special topics [GO] 

Test your knowledge of the method [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

  

Anecdotes  

 

The lurking dangers of extrapolation! [PDF] [DOC] [MCD]  

Why is higher order interpolation is a bad idea? [PDF] [DOC] [MCD]  

Comparison of spline and polynomial interpolation. [PDF] [DOC] [MCD]  

How choice of points of interpolation affects approximations! [PDF] [DOC] [MCD]  

How splines can help in developing a shorter path for a robot!  [PDF] [DOC] [MCD]  

Runge [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

Newton [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

Lagrange [HTML] [PDF] [DOC] 

http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_direct.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_lagrangian.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_lagrangian.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_lagrangian.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_lagrangian.ppt
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_lagrangian.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_lagrangian.mcd
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_lagrangian.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_lagrangian.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_lagrangian.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcquizzes/05inp/spline.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_txt_spline.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_spline.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ppt_spline.ppt
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_spline.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_spline.mcd
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_spline.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_spline.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_ass_spline.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_extrapolation.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_extrapolation.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/publications/numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_sim_extrapolation.mcd
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_higherorder.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_higherorder.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_choiceofpoints.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_choiceofpoints.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_needspline.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_needspline.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_shortestpath.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/mcd/gen/05inp/mcd_gen_inp_spe_shortestpath.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/runge.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/runge.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/runge.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/newton.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/newton.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/newton.doc
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/lagrange.html
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/lagrange.pdf
http://numericalmethods.eng.usf.edu/anecdotes/lagrange.doc
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Figure 3.  Sample web-based resources for interpolation for General Engineering and 
Mathcad track. 
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Figure 4.  Physical problems from different engineering majors to illustrate need for 
numerical methods. 

Physical  Pr obl ems
(Non-Linear  Equat ions)

Chemical Engineering
A scale to measure oil in a tank

Civil Engineering
Sagging bookshelves no more!

Computer Engineering
Divide unit missing in a supercomputer?

Electrical Engineering
Calibrating a thermistor.

General Engineering
How much of the float is submerged?

Industrial Engineering
Mom and Pop shop wants to break even.

Mechanical Engineering
How much to cool down to shrink fit?
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Figure 5.  Anecdotal example of finding the length of the path traversed by a robot 
using polynomial and spline interpolation (The above plot was generated via 
Mathematica [3]). 
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